FIRST OVER EVEREST
pipe and wearing, as usual, its hat of clouds, so that although
Clydesdale climbed to an altitude of 10,000 feet, he was unable
to catch a glimpse of the snow-covered crater.
At Catania, the luck of the party, which had accompanied
them all along the route, now decided it was time to take a
holiday. In anticipation of a sea crossing of over a hundred
miles in a one-engined machine, and the reaction that comes
with the thought of water instead of solid earth beneath the
fuselage, the flyers had to take due precautions; and the strength
and direction of the wind, visibility for navigation, petrol
range, and engine efficiency were considered with more than
usual care.
Before they could start, they found themselves under arrest,
and at the disposal of the police for flying in all innocence over
a prohibited area. By the time Naples had wired fresh instruc-
tions, the following wind had become a head gale and all
hope of an easy flight to Tunis soon evaporated. Twice they
were driven back to Catania by the strength of the storms that
soon developed. Terrific lightning flashed and the air was full
of bumps and violence. Three days of waiting followed.
Finally permission was granted from Rome to move across
the island to the forbidden aerodrome of Trapani, 150 miles
nearer the African coast. By the time the permit had arrived,
however, Trapani was declared unfit for use after the heavy rains,
the risk of damaging a machine landing on a water-logged
course being considered too great. No Italians were allowed to
come down at Trapani; but the wheels of English aeroplanes
are larger than those of Italian machines, and two of the pilots
had come from Renfrew in rainy Scotland. Mclntyre walked
all over the Catania aerodrome, showing die layer of dirt on
his boots to the Commandant. He explained that the muddy
safety-line was much lower down his leg than the one em-
ployed in Scotland. Finally, after much persuasion he won the
day. The three Moths battled their way to Trapani and awaited
once more the verdict of the elements. The local inhabitants
shook their heads and croaked like ravens. There was the poor
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